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Global Interdisciplinary Research
  
• New domains for global IT research
• Barriers to achieving successful 
collaboration in IT research on a global 
scale
• Removing these barriers and overcome 
impediments caused by various sources
Focus of Presentation
  




















Monitoring Technologies Behavioral Analysis













































I2R – SIMTech – VTT 










Wireless transmission of healthcare signals / 
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– different models, corporate cultures
– slow, iterative process to resolve
– sometimes a "deal-breaker"
• Solutions
– Equal partnership
– Customized (or "case by case")
• requires open discussions to optimize best mode
• usually narrowly defined to protect interests of all parties
– Consortium approach
• E.g. A*STAR's Aerospace Programme
E.g.: IP Issues & Overcoming This Impediment
  
• Lowest annual contribution
• Participation in technical 
projects
• Only applicable for SMEs
Tier 3 
• Non-exclusive, Royalty-
   bearing licenses on 
   Foreground Intellectual 
   Property generated
• Full access to R&D results
• Access to shared resources through 
projects
• Single representative to management 
committee (selected by respective Tier 
2 & 3 members)
• Moderate annual 
contribution 




   free licenses on 
   Foreground Intellectual 
   Property generated
• Full access to R&D results
• Access to shared resources through 
projects
• Voting rights in management 
committee:
     - Influence R&D strategy and direction
     - Approves R&D projects
• Highest annual contribution 





E.g.: A*STAR’s Aerospace Programme
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